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ABSTRACT

The article examines the Aksu battle, an important event in the history of Fergana, based on historical sources and literature. The political events in pre-war Fergana are reflected in the conflict between the interests of the Arab Caliphate, the Tang Empire, Tibet and the Turkish Khanate in the valley. The influence of the events that took place in Fergana in 715-716 on the Battle of Aksu is also described. The issues including Qutayba ibn Muslim’s march into the valley in 715, the fled of the Ikhshid of Fergana to the province of Ansi as a result and his seeking military assistance from the Tang Empire, Abdullah Yashkuri’s departure to Aksu through Fergana, his being taken captive by the Chinese, and the Turkashes taking control of northern Fergana are studied.
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1. INTRODUCTION

By the beginning of the VIII century, the interests of the Arab Caliphate, the Tang Empire, Tibet and the Turkish Khanate clashed in the Fergana Valley. The Arab Caliphate was trying to annex the region, and the Turkish Khanate did not want to lose this vassal of hers. During this period, Tibet, which got more powerful than she was before, invaded East Turkestan and began to conquer Central Asia. The Tang Empire of China had also set itself the goal of subjugating Fergana. The battle of Aksu took place in a situation of these conflicts of interest.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

The article is based on generally accepted methods - historical, comparative-critical analysis, consistency, objectivity, and based on historical sources and literature, studies the Battle of Aksu, an important event in the history of Fergana. The political events in pre-war Fergana show the conflict between the interests of the valley's Arab Caliphate, the Tang Empire, Tibet and the Turkish Khanate. The influence of the events of 715-716 in Fergana on the Battle of Aksu is also described.

The rulers of Fergana, in difficult situations, sometimes formed an alliance with the Turks, sometimes with the Chinese, and tried to protect their property from the Arab invaders. In this regard, we would like to dwell on the issue of the Tang Empire's assistance to the people of Fergana. In his treatise, A.N. Bernstam noted that relying on China in the fight against the Arabs was costly for the Fergana people, in exchange for which Fergana lost its independence, albeit temporarily, in the eighth century (until 757) and twice became part of the Chinese prefectures. [3. p. 25].

However, L. N. Gumilev and B. G'. Gafurov deny that China was involved in the fight against the Arabs. L. N. Gumilev notes that the Tang government did not send any military units to help the Fergana and Sogdians. According to him, the emperor believed that the people of Central Asia would inevitably incline towards China, fearing the plunder of the Arabs and Tibetans. B. G'. Gafurov writes that Chinese emperors promised Central Asian rulers help in the fight against the Arabs, but in return for these unfulfilled promises, they were required to be vassals of China. [5. p. 23]. Data from historical sources have shown that A.N. Bernstam's view which acknowledges the help of Tang Empire to the Fergana people is more accurate than the other hypothesis.

Unfortunately, there is almost no information about the "Battle of Aksu" in research works published in our country. We can learn about this battle through Chinese sources and foreign
researches based on them [15; 26; 27]. Since the Arab military campaigns in Fergana had a great impact on this conflict, we would like to dwell on these marches first.

In the sources created in the Arabic-Persian language, important information about the military campaigns of the Arabs to Fergana under the leadership of Qutayba ibn Muslim in 713-715 has survived up until our time. To date, the military campaigns of the Arabs have been covered only on the basis of Arabic-Persian sources. However, Chinese sources also contain information about the Arab marches to Fergana and the historical events that took place at that time. In his work, the Chinese historian Sima Kuang wrote the stories of the Arab invasion into the valley [27. 211. p.6713].

Qutayba ibn Muslim, who had extensive military experience, replenished his army at the expense of the inhabitants of the occupied provinces, and in 713 turned his attention to Chach and Fergana. His main goal was to strike at the militarily strong members of the anti-Arab coalition - the Chachis, the Fergana people and the Turks. Qutayba gathered a large army and began to attack in two directions. The first (northern) group of Keshliks, Nasafis and Khorezmians mobilized for the war was sent to Chach under the leadership of Qutayba's brother Abdurahman. [6. p. 185; 18. IV. p. 522]. The second (southern) group, commanded by Qutayba and composed mainly of Arabs, marched on Khojand and Fergana. [5. p. 20]. In our opinion, the importance of the march to Fergana can be seen from the fact that it was personally led by Qutayba. In addition, this indicates the presence of serious forces against the Arabs in Fergana.

There is no detailed information in the sources about the actions of the military forces sent to the north. They captured the city of Chach and set fire to many of the settlements around it. The southern group, led by Qutayba, captured Khojand and approached Kasan. Here the soldiers sent to Chach returned and joined Qutayba's army [28. p. 205]. Sources say that Qutayba appointed an Arab deputy to Fergana, and Arab settlements were established in Chach and Fergana. But despite these victories of Qutayba, the Chachs and Fergana people did not surrender to the enemy and continued to resist [5. p. 20].

In 714, Qutayba once again attacked Chach. He captured Chach and marched to Isfijob (now Sayram). The main purpose of this was to capture the city and block the main way for the Turks to come to the aid of the Central Asians.

At the beginning of 715, Qutayba marched on Fergana for the second time. The ruler of Fergana was forced to flee. Although the sources do not give details of this march, it can be assumed that the Arabs occupied a large part of Fergana (southern and eastern regions).

In his "Kitab al-Futuh" Ibn 'Asam al-Kufi narrates the marches of Qutayba ibn Muslim into Fergana. The work states that in 715 the Arabs fought against the ruler of Fergana named Boshak. The fortress of Boshak, called Kazah, was besieged by Qutayba for seven months. At the end of the siege, the Arabs made peace with Boshak. Believing them, Boshak was killed by the order of Qutayba as soon as he left the fortress [30. p. 167]. Perhaps Boshak was the Fergana Ikhshid who asked the Chinese for military assistance.

Chinese sources indicate that the Arabs invaded Fergana and that the defeated Fergana Ikhshid sought help from the Chinese. [12. p. 235]. According to him, in 715, when the Arabs occupied the valley, Alutar came to the throne, and Fergana Ikhshid fled to Kucha (a Chinese protectorate called Ansi). The Chinese help the Ikhshid under the command of Zhang Xiaousun [14. p. 148-149]. After Zhang Xiaousun defeated the forces of Alutar and the Arabs in northern Fergana, Ikhshid rule was restored there. The Chinese, together with the Ikhshid, occupied three cities and one fortress in Fergana [26. p. 276]. Alutar flees to the mountains [15. p. 88-89]. But historical sources do not mention the names of the three cities occupied by the Chinese.

Analyzing the data al-Kufi provided and the above Chinese sources, many details about Qutayba's march to Fergana, including the coming to power of Fergana ruler Alutar with the help of the Arabs in 715, show that there was a struggle between Boshak and Alutar when Qutayba invaded into the land.

In the fall of 714, the Tibetan leader Cree Giggs and his vassal Bon Dargyal made several raids on the banks of the Yellow River. Their attacks on the other side of the Lin Tao River and the Lan Choudan Wei River - Vyenga - were repulsed by the Tang troops. But according to Chinese sources, the Tibetans began to prepare for major military campaigns from 710 onwards. In particular, they built fortresses, built a bridge over the Yellow River and stationed their armies called "Lonely Mountain" and "Nine Edges". [15. p. 80-81]. But in an unexpected situation, the Tibetans sent an offer of a peace treaty to the Tang Empire. However, Sima Kuang noted that Tibetans continued to attack borders every year [27. 211. p. 6706]. As relations with China deteriorate, Tibet's interest in Fergana begins to grow.

Tibetan relations with the Arabs became more active during the reign of the Khurasan viceroy
Jarrah ibn Abdullah al-Hakami (717-719). According to al-Ya’qubi, the envoys of al-Tubbat came to al-Jarrah ibn ’Abdullah asking him to send someone to inform them about Islam. He sent al-Sulayt ibn ’Abdullah al-Hanafi to al-Tubbat [17. II. p. 317]. In this way, the Tibetans tried to form an alliance with the Arabs against the Tang Empire. Meanwhile, the Tibetans were crossing the Yellow River and plundering the lands of the Tang Empire to capture the Torim oasis.

As a result of these events, in 717, a major conflict broke out in the Aksu region between the Arabs, their allies the Tibetans, the Turkashes and the Chinese. The defeat of the Arabs by the Chinese in Fergana in 715 also played an important role in this conflict. Although Muslim sources do not directly state that the Arabs were led by Abdullah ibn Muammar al-Yashkuri in the Battle of Aksu, there is information that Abdullah al-Yashkuri fought against the Turks in eastern Turkestan and was taken prisoner. Balazuri describes this incident as follows: [Later] al-Jarrah sent ’Abdullah ibn Mu’ammar al-Yashkuri to Mawarounnahr. He tried to cross the [interior] of the enemy country and enter as-Sin [country]. [But] the Turks took him prisoner. ['Abdullah] managed to get rid of them [by giving money] and was released and came to al-Shash [2. p. 49]. ’Abdullah ibn Muammar al-Yashkuri wanted to cross Fergana through the Tien Shan Mountains and to reach Kashgar. There the Eastern Turks and the Qarluqs may have been taken prisoner in a clash with a force composed of the Chinese. He was released from captivity for a large sum, as mentioned in the source.

3. RESULTS

In 717, the Arabs occupied two cities in Aksu, a Chinese protectorate, with their allies, the Turks and the Tibetans. Chinese commander in Central Asia Tang Jiahui sent two troops against the Arabs. The first was a Chinese infantry led by Tang Jiahui himself, and the second was a force made up of cavalry led by Ashina Hsien.

After the assassination of the Eastern Turkic khagan Qapagan Qaghan (692–716) in 716, the Turkashes were led by Sulukhan (Qopishchur). According to Chinese sources, 200,000 were initially under his command [31: 486-p]. It was Sulukhan who led the Turkashes in the Battle of Aksu. The Chinese were led by Ashina Hsien, who was given the status of "General Protector for the Reconciliation of the West" by the Jiangxi and Tang empires. [27: 211:672-p]. Ashina Hsien led the "Three Qarluqs" in conquests against the Arabs and the Turks. The Tang army, consisting only of Turks, drove the allies out of eastern Turkestan. Most of the Arab soldiers were taken prisoner. The captives were released after the Khilafah payed tribute to them in gold. As a result of this battle, the Turkashes came under Chinese protection and later took part in the battles against the Arabs in Fergana.

Meanwhile, Lung Yu's military governor, Kuo Chihyun, defeated the Turkashes at the banks of Yellow River. The Tarim oasis was liberated from the Turkases by Tang troops.

As a result of the Aksu battle, Fergana was divided into two parts. The north fell into the reign of Turkashes and the south to the Arabs. This is also confirmed by Chinese sources. Hoi Chao, who came to Fergana in 727, also states that only the southern part of the Fergana Valley was under Arab rule: "We marched east from Samarkand and reached to the state of Fergana. [In this country] there were two rulers [wang] in this land, they were separated by a large river called Fu-yu [Syrdarya] which flows through it. The ruler on the south of the river obeys the Arabs [daishi, dashi], and the ruler on the north obeys the Turks [tujyue]." [20. p. 54].

4. CONCLUSIONS

The result of the battle of Aksu was that neither side was able to achieve an absolute victory. Although the Arabs were driven out of northern Movarounnahr, they retained the southern districts of Fergana under their rule.

Although the Chinese failed to take control of Fergana, they drove Tibetans out of East Turkestan and secured their borders to some extent.

The Chinese took control over Turkasses from Arab influence and later they defeated their former allies, the Arabs in Fergana. The Turkash Khagan was awarded by the Chinese emperor and the city of Suyob was gifted to him. The Turkasses, with the help of the Chinese, carried out looting raids on the Arab territories in Mawarounnahr. In Fergana, the Turkasses took control of the northern districts.

Although the Fergana people lost part of the valley in their struggle against the Arabs, the struggle against the Arabs continued until the beginning of the IX century.
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